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Abstract—Academic writing, individual or collaborative, is an essential skill for today’s graduates. Unfortunately, managing writing

activities and providing feedback to students is very labor intensive and academics often opt out of including such learning experiences

in their teaching. We describe the architecture for a new collaborative writing support environment used to embed such collaborative

learning activities in engineering courses. iWrite provides tools for managing collaborative and individual writing assignments in large

cohorts. It outsources the writing tools and the storage of student content to third party cloud-computing vendors (i.e., Google). We

further describe how using machine learning and NLP techniques, the architecture provides automated feedback, automatic question

generation, and process analysis features.
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1 INTRODUCTION

WRITING is important in all knowledge-intensive
professions. Engineers, for example, spend between

20 percent and 40 percent of their workday writing, a
figure that increases with the responsibility of the position
[1]. It is often the case that much of the writing is done
collaboratively [2]. For example, Ede and Lunsford [2]
showed that 85 percent of the documents produced in
offices and universities had at least two authors. This
result is similar to those in other studies [e.g., 3].
Collaboration and writing skills are so important that
accreditation boards such as the Accreditation Board in
Engineering and Technology (ABET) require evidence that
graduates have the “ability to communicate effectively.”

However, motivating and helping students to learn to
write effectively before they graduate, particularly in
collaborative scenarios, poses many challenges, many of
which can be overcome by technical means. Over the last
20 years, researchers within universities have been devel-
oping technologies for automated feedback in academic
writing [4], [5], [6], [7] and for enabling collaborative
writing (henceforth, CW) [8], [9], but work combining both
automated feedback and CW has been scant.

Among the claimed positive effects of writing documents
collaboratively are learning, socialisation, creation of new
ideas, and more understandable if not more effective

documents [10]. Web 2.0 genres of CW, such as wikis and
blogs, have become part of popular culture, and may
support these outcomes. Yet, most of the CW performed in
a professional context is done using tools such as Microsoft
Word following certain patterns, many of which have not
changed much in the last two decades. These patterns have
been described [11] by their document control methods
(centralized, relay, independent, and shared) and the
writing strategies used (single and separate writers, scribe,
joint writing, and consulted). Commonly used patterns,
such as when the different members of a group work on
different parts of the document lack concurrency, and
require many files to be emailed between authors, often
leading to problems in the collaboration process. One
reason might be that the tools normally used were designed
for individual writing. Although synchronous writing tools
have been available for many years, it is only recently that
they have become mainstream.

Despite their importance, the tools, the learning pro-
cesses and writing practices associated with CW are rarely
explicitly taught in academia. In professional disciplines,
students are typically asked to write in teams on some
simulated workplace task, but with little instructional or
technical support. Furthermore, the information needed to
understand how a team goes about its writing task is lost
when using desktop tools such as MS Word.

This paper reports on an architecture for supporting CW
that was designed with both pedagogical and software
engineering principles in mind, and a first evaluation. The
overall aim of the paper is to demonstrate how our system,
called iWrite, effectively allows researchers and instructors
to learn more about the students’ writing activities,
particularly about features of individual and group writing
activities that correlate with quality outcomes. The evalua-
tion provides data collected in general classroom activities
and writing assignments (individual and collaborative),
using mainstream tools yet allowing for new intelligent
support tools to be integrated. These tools include
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automated feedback, document visualizations, and auto-
matically generated questions to trigger reflection. In
particular, the evaluation shows how data on the process
of writing (and its outcomes) can be collected on real-world
writing tools rather than in laboratory-type scenarios,
highlighting that it is the way the tools are used (not the
fact that they are) that has an impact on outcomes.

Through a discussion of the evaluation data, the paper
further shows how the instructional feedback provided is
designed to support the conceptual understanding of both
the writing process and textual practices as opposed to surface
writing and grammar alone.

From a software engineering perspective, our architec-
ture is built around new cloud-based technologies that are
likely to change the way people write together. Google Docs,
Microsoft Live, and Etherpad among others allow writers to
work concurrently on a single document. Some of them
(e.g., Google Docs) also provide Application Programming
Interfaces that allow developers to build applications on top
of such writing environments. Cloud-based technologies are
expected to change the technological landscape in many
areas, including Computer-Supported Collaborative Learn-
ing (CSCL). Systems that support CW on the web have been
reviewed before [12], but production grade systems that also
offer an API to access their content are very recent.

While wiki engines, blogging tools and web-service
oriented document architectures such as Google Docs have
simplified the task of CW, they are not designed for
supporting novice writers, or for addressing the challenges
of learning through CW. In particular, these technologies
still fall short of supporting writers with scaffolds and
feedback pertaining to the cognitively and socially challen-
ging aspects of the writing process. Our system, described
in more detail below, is intended to provide learning
support by means of these innovative elements:

. Features to manage writing activities in large
cohorts, particularly the management and allocation
of groups, peer reviewing, and assessment.

. A combination of generic and computer generated
personalized feedback. The generic feedback in-
cludes interactive multimedia animations and con-
tent. The architecture incorporates features for
feedback forms such as Argument quality, features
of text (such as coherence), automatic generation of
questions, and feedback on the writing process.

. A combination of synchronous and asynchronous
modes of CW.

. The use of computer-based text analysis methods to
provide additional information on text surface level
and concept level to writing groups.

. The use of computer-based process discovery
methods to provide additional information on team
processes. The combination of these methods with
text mining ones is particularly novel, and will allow
feedback about team processes based not only on
events but on their semantic significance.

iWrite is currently used to support the teaching of
academic writing at the Faculty of Engineering and IT, the
University of Sydney, to 600 undergraduate and postgrad-
uate students.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we
discuss the literature on academic writing support systems,
peer-reviewing and group work. In Section 3, we discuss the
architecture of three components of iWrite. Section 4
describes how iWrite is used at the University of Sydney
particularly analyzing features of the process of writing and
the quality of the outcomes (i.e., grades). Section 5 concludes
with a discussion on how we see this tool evolving.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Collaborative Writing

Computer-supported CW has received attention since
computers have been used for word processing. Two areas
of research are particularly relevant for our project: research
that analyzes CW in terms of group work processes,
focusing on issues such as process loss, productivity, and
quality of the outcomes [8], [9]; and research that studies
CW in terms of group learning processes, focusing on topics
such as establishing common ground, knowledge building,
and learning outcomes [13]. In the second line of research
(CSCL), writing is seen as a means to deepen students’
engagement with ideas and the literature and for knowl-
edge building [14] by jointly developing a text or hypertext.
In CSCL, in addition to knowledge building in asynchro-
nous collaboration, synchronous collaborative development
of argumentative structures and texts has received much
attention (e.g, [15]).

CW—defined by Lowry et al. [8, p. 72] as “...an iterative
and social process that involves a team focused on a common
objective that negotiates, coordinates, and communicates
during the creation of a common document”—is a cogni-
tively and organizationally demanding process. As a distinct
form of group work it involves a broad range of group
activities, multiple roles, and subtasks. In addition, when
performed by groups that communicate (partially or only)
through communication media, the process typically in-
volves multiple tools with different use characteristics (e.g.,
phone, mail, instant messaging, and document management
systems). From a cognitive perspective, (individual) writing
has been described as an “ill-structured” problem type,
meaning that the writing task has to be clarified by the
writer(s) before engaging in any more targeted problem
solving [16]. When performed in an educational context, the
lecturer typically provides the writing task, writing and
communication tools, and group composition, so that teams
can focus on team planning and document production. Both
of these are typically complex, involving steps such as task
decomposition, role definition, task allocation, milestone
planning as components of team planning, and brainstorm-
ing, outlining, drafting, reviewing, revising, and copy
editing as components of document production. These steps
are not formal requirements of all collaborative writing
activities and are often not managed by the instructor (or the
system) but directly by the students.

Because of the complexity of the CW process, explicit
support needs to be provided, in particular for novice
writers. Such support generally falls into one of three
classes: specialized writing and document management
tools, document analysis software, and team process
support. This project focuses on the latter two.
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2.2 Writing for Learning

Writing for Learning (WfL), with variations such as Writing
Across the Curriculum and Knowledge Building pedagogy
[17], has attracted the interest of teachers and of researchers
for more than thirty years [18], [19]. It has, for instance, seen
widespread use in science education [e.g., 20], [21], [22]. We
are proposing WfL not only because research has “shown
that it works” (although the empirical findings are, as usual,
mixed [23]), but in particular because it can be flexibly
employed in formal as well as nonformal learning settings.
Furthermore, writing researchers have theorized and
studied the intricate relations between cognition, interest,
and identity in a holistic fashion before [21], [24], which
makes it particularly relevant for engineering education.

A number of reasons have been identified to explain why
writing is an important tool for learning. Cognitive psychol-
ogists make the general argument that writing requires the
coordination of multiple perspectives (content and audience)
and the linearization thought, which might not be linear [25].
For subject matter learning, this means that writing requires
deep cognitive engagement with content, which will lead to
better learning. From a discourse theory perspective, it has
been argued that students must learn to understand and
reproduce a professional community’s traditional written
discourse if they are to become members of that community
[24]. And pedagogy-based arguments for the value of
writing assert that writing is an important medium for
reflection and, in the context of higher education, also a
medium for developing epistemic orientations [21].

A specific pedagogical challenge arises when employing
WfL in settings with a large number of students, i.e., for
undergraduate education: How can guidance (scaffolding)
and (formative) feedback on writing be provided, given
the teacher:student ratio? This necessitates looking for
alternative resources, in the form of self-guided learning,
peer feedback, and guidance/feedback that can be
provided by computational means. This brings us to
automatized approaches.

2.3 Automated Essay Feedback and Scoring
Systems

Automated feedback systems have been studied for over a
decade and most of these systems focus on individual
writing, not on collaborative activities. Over this period
techniques of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Machine Learning have progressed substantially and
automated writing tutors have improved simultaneously.
Despite this progress, the value of automated feedback and
essay scoring remains contested [26]. The increasing use of
automatic essay scoring (AES) in particular by many
institutions has created robust debates about accuracy and
pedagogical value. Two recent books discuss advances in
AES, one taking a very supportive approach [27] and one
providing a more critical debate [28].

Glosser [29] is an automatic feedback tool used within
iWrite for selected subjects. It was designed to help students
review a document and reflect on their writing [29]. Glosser
uses textual data mining and computational linguistics
algorithms to quantify features of the text, and produce
feedback for the student [30]. This feedback is in the form of
descriptive information about different aspects of the

document. For example, by analyzing the words contained
in each paragraph, it can measure how thematically “close”
two adjoining paragraphs are. If the paragraphs are too “far,”
this can be a sign of a lack of flow, and Glosser flags a small
warning sign. As a form of feedback Glosser provides trigger
questions and visual representations of the document.

Other researchers have used techniques similar to those
used in Glosser for Automatic Essay Assessment for
building writing support tools. Criterion (by ETS Technol-
ogies), MyAccess (by Vantage Learning), and WriteToLearn
by Pearson Knowledge Technologies are all commercial
products increasingly used in classrooms [26]. These
programs provide an editing tool with grammar, spelling,
and low-level mechanical feedback. They also provide
resources such as thesaurus and graphic features, many of
which would be available in tools such as MS Word. To our
knowledge, these tools do not have collaborative writing or
process oriented support.

Other systems include Writers Workshop, developed by
Bell Laboratories, and Editor [4]. Both focus on grammar
and style and showed limited pedagogical benefits [5]. The
main difficulty identified was that correcting surface
features of student texts did not help them to improve the
quality of their ideas or the knowledge of the topics that
they were studying.

In SaK [6], which is built around a notion of voices that
speak to the writer during the process of composition [31],
avatars give the impression of “giving each voice a face and
a personality” [6]. Students write within the environment,
and then the avatars provide feedback on a different aspect
of the composition, identifying strengths and weaknesses in
the text but without offering corrections. Although students
write individually, SaK can also analyze the topic of a
sentence, identifying clusters of topics among the students
so that when a new topic arises the student can be asked for
an explanation or reformulation.

Some systems, such as Summary-Street [7], tend to focus
on drills but their reported success is in areas such as learning
to summarize, rather than driven by disciplinary concepts.

As far as we know, all the systems reported in the
literature are designed as stand-alone activities, normally
used outside the context of a real class scenario. This would
likely affect the conceptions that students have about the
activity, and therefore the way they engage in it. Evidence
shows that in collaborative and in writing activities [32], [33]
this significantly affects the learning outcomes. Systems like
iWrite, which afford collaborative writing activities that are
embedded and “constructively aligned” [34] with the
assessment and the learning outcomes, are more likely to
be successful.

3 ARCHITECTURE

The “iWrite” website provides students with information
about their writing activities, tools for writing and submit-
ting their assignments, and a complete solution for
scaffolding the write-review-feedback cycle of a writing
activity. Fig. 1 shows its three sections, two of which (“For
Students” and “For Academics”) consist of content and
interactive tutorials on developing students’ understanding
of different concepts and genres of writing. These consist of
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discipline specific tutorial exercises where students are
introduced to writing concepts through examples written
by others. Only the “Assignments” section—which sup-
ports students to contextualize these writing concepts in
their own compositions—will be discussed here in detail.

3.1 Assignment Manager

The Assignment Manager is designed to use cloud
computing applications and their APIs. This means that
the writing tool and the documents themselves are
managed by a third party. This significantly reduces the
cost of managing a system with large number of students,
and a Service Level Agreement (SLA) ensures that assign-
ment documents are always available.

The architecture of the system is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The writing tools and activities, on the left-hand side, are
implemented with Google Docs, a cloud-based office suite
for editing documents, presentations, and spreadsheets.
The API provides programmatic access to the documents.

The right-hand side of Fig. 2 shows the Assignment
Manager, Glosser, and WriteProc. Assignment Manager

deals with the administration and scheduling of courses
and writing activities. In addition, tools that analyze the
documents using NLP techniques provide additional
functionalities. Automatic Question Generation (AQG)
generates questions from templates based on the references
used in a document. WriteProc is a tool for analyzing
students’ usage of iWrite in combination with the metho-
dological process of their writing.

Through the “Assignments” tab of the website, students
have access to the documents, feedback from instructors,
peers and system, information about deadlines, and so
forth. These are shown in the top two boxes of the
screenshot of Fig. 3. If the user is identified as an instructor
for a particular course, additional features are provided
(e.g., downloading a zip file with all the submitted
assignments) as shown in the lower box of Fig. 3.

Both Glosser and WriteProc use TML [35], a multipurpose
text mining library that implements the NLP and machine
learning techniques that analyze the actual content of the
document revisions. TML provides a comprehensive set of
text mining algorithms and scaffolds every stage of the text
mining process. TML integrates the open source Apache
Lucene search engine, the Stanford NLP parser and the Weka
machine learning libraries, and is itself open source. TML
provides functionalities for the preprocessing of documents,
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tokenising, stemming, and stop-word removal. It maintains
three corpora, adding each new document, at the sentence,
paragraph and document level. In order to reduce the lag-
time, all these are stored in a repository, along with the
results of the text mining operations.

Assignment Manager handles all aspects of the assign-
ment submission, peer-reviewing, and assessment process.
It uses the API provided to a Google Apps for Education
account to administer user accounts and to create, share,
and export documents. The APIs operate using an Atom
feed to download data over HTTP. Although the Assign-
ment Manager system is currently only integrated with the
Docs service, there is the potential to incorporate other
Google services into activities, such as Sites or Calendar. An
abstraction layer also allows systems from other vendors to
be added.

Google Apps offers a SAML-based single sign-on service
that provides full control of the usernames and passwords
to authenticate student accounts with Google Docs. This
allows Assignment Manager to automatically authenticate
logged in users with Google Docs. A user simply needs to
click on a link in Assignment Manager to authenticate with
Google Docs and start writing their document. Google Docs
can be accessed from any browser with an Internet
connection as well as offline in a limited capacity and can
be synchronized when an Internet connection is available.

The Assignment Manager’s academic and student User
Interfaces (UI) are illustrated in Fig. 3. The student UI
contains two panels tabling a student’s writing tasks and
reviewing tasks. The writing tasks panel includes links to
the activity documents in Google Docs, information about
deadlines, a link to download a PDF formatted snapshot of
the document at each deadline, as well as links to view the
feedback provided by instructors and peers and to auto-
mated feedback from Glosser. The reviewing tasks panel is
styled in a similar fashion to the writing tasks panel, but
instead contains a table of the documents that a student has
been allocated to review.

Assignment Manager is administered through a web
application based on Google Web Toolkit which facilitates
the creation of courses and writing activities. Each course
has a list of students (and their contact information),
maintained in a Google Docs spreadsheet and synchronized
with Assignment Manager on request. Keeping this
information in a spreadsheet allows course managers to
easily modify enrolment details in bulk, and assign students
to groups and tutorials. Assignment Manager maintains a
simple folder structure of courses and writing activities on
Google Docs. The permission structure of the folder tree is
such that lecturers are given permission to view all
documents in the course and tutors are given permission
to view all documents of the students enrolled in their
respective tutorials. A writing activity can specify a
document type (i.e., document, presentation, or spread-
sheet), a final deadline along with optional draft and review
deadlines, along with various other settings.

When a writing activity starts, a document is created for
each student or group from a predefined assignment
template. The document is then shared accordingly, giving
students “write” permission and their lecturers and tutors

“read” permission. Students are notified via email when a
new assignment is available and given instructions on how
to write and submit their new assignment.

When a draft deadline passes, snapshots of the submitted
documents are downloaded in PDF format and distributed
for reviewing or marking through links in the iWrite
interface shown in Fig. 3. A number of configurations can
be used to automatically assign documents to students in
peer-reviewing activities, or to tutors, and lecturers for
reviewing and marking. These include assignments within a
group, between groups or manual. Students are notified via
email when a new document is assigned for them to review.

When a review deadline passes, links to the submitted
reviews will then appear as icons in the feedback column of
the writing tasks panel alongside the corresponding docu-
ment they critique. Students can click on these icons to view
the feedback and revise their document accordingly.

Lastly, when the final deadline of a writing activity
passes, the permission of the students’ documents is
updated from “write” to “read,” so documents can no
longer be modified by students. A final copy of each
submitted document is downloaded in PDF format and
distributed to tutors and lecturers for marking.

The Assignment Manager system greatly simplifies
many of the administrative process in managing collabora-
tive writing assignments, making it logistically possible for
educators to provide feedback to students quicker and more
often. Similarly, for students there are notable benefits in
the automatic submission process and the use of Google
Docs, especially for collaborative assignments.

3.2 Intelligent Feedback: Automatic Feedback,
Questions, and Process Analysis

Using the APIs the system has access to the revisions of any
document. This allows new functionalities such as auto-
matic plagiarism detection, automatic feedback, and auto-
matic scoring systems to be integrated seamlessly with the
appropriate version of the document. iWrite currently
implements three such intelligent feedback tools, Glosser
[30], AQG [36], and WriteProc [37], to generate automatic
feedback, questions and process analysis, respectively.

3.2.1 Glosser: Automatic Feedback Tool

Glosser [30] is intended to facilitate the review of academic
writing by providing feedback on the textual features of a
document, such as coherence. The design of Glosser
provides a framework for scaffolding feedback through
the use of text mining techniques to identify relevant
features for analysis in combination with a set of trigger
questions to help prompt reflection. The framework
provides an extensible plugin architecture, which allows
for new types of feedback tools to be easily developed and
put into production.

Glosser provides feedback on the current revision of a
document as well as feedback on how the document has
collaboratively progressed to its current state. Each time
Glosser is accessed, any new revisions of a document are
downloaded from Google Docs for analysis.

The feedback provided by Glosser helps a student to
review a document by highlighting the types of features a
document uses to communicate, such as the keywords and
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topics it includes, and the flow of its content. The high-
lighted features are focused on improving a document by
relating them to common problems in academic writing.
Glosser is not intended to give a definitive answer on what
is good or bad about a document. The feedback highlights
what the writers of a document have done, but does not
attempt to make any comparison to what it expects an ideal
document should be. It is ultimately up to the user to decide
whether the highlighted features have been appropriately
used in the document.

Glosser has also been designed to support collaborative
writing. By analyzing the content and author of each
document revision, it is possible to determine which author
contributed which sentence or paragraph and how these
contribute to the overall topics of the document. These
collaborative features of Glosser can help a team under-
stand how each member is participating in the writing
process. The user interface of the Topics feedback tool in
Glosser is displayed in Fig. 4. The trigger questions at the
top of each page are provided to help the reader focus their
evaluation on different features of the document. Below the
questions is the supportive content called “gloss”, to help
the reader answer those questions. The “gloss” is the
important feature that Glosser has highlighted in the
document for reflection. A rollover window on each
sentence indicates who and when wrote it.

3.2.2 WriteProc: Process Mining Tool

The autosave function in Google Docs acts as a version
tracking functionality, saving documents every 30 seconds
or so (as long as the student has written something in that
period). This means that, for each single document written

by a student or team, thousands of revisions are stored. This
versioning information has the potential to provide a
valuable insight into the microstructure of the process
students follow while writing. This information can be used
to not only understand which processes are most likely to
lead to successful outcomes but also to give feedback to
students and instructors.

WriteProc takes advantage of these data traces to analyze
the processes involved in writing the documents [38], as
opposed to focusing on the end product or the snapshot of
the document at a given time. It uses log files of page views
generated from students using the iWrite assignment
submission system and the actual content of the document
revisions to build a profile of a student’s behavior. This
analysis is performed using a combination of text mining
and process mining techniques.

Process mining techniques are used to analyze the
process that group writers follow, and how the writing
process correlates to the quality and semantic features of the
final composition. We have developed heuristics to extract
semantic meaning of text changes during writing, and then
used these to identify writing activities in the writing
processes. WriteProc currently uses a taxonomy of writing
activities proposed by Lowry et al. [39]. In addition, we
used a model developed by Boiarsky [40] for analyzing
semantic changes in writing processes. The writing activ-
ities classified include brainstorming, outlining, drafting,
revising, and editing which are common categories that,
besides being theoretically supported, are also well under-
stood by writing and subject matter instructors.

3.2.3 Automatic Question Generation (AQG)

The iWrite architecture includes a novel AQG tool [36] that
extracts citations from students’ compositions, together with
key content elements. For example, if the students use the
APA citation style, author, and year are extracted. Then the
citations are classified using a rule-based approach. For
example, based on the grammatical structure and other
linguistic properties, the citations are identified as an
opinion, or describing an aim, or a result, or a method, or a
system. Finally, questions are generated based on a set of
templates and the content elements. For example, if the
citation is an opinion, the AQG could generate a question
that looks like: “What evidence is provided by X to prove the
opinion?”. If the citation is used in describing a system, the
question could look like: “In the study of X what evaluation
technique did they use?”

A study on differences in writers’ perception between
questions automatically generated by iWrite and humans
(Human Tutor, Lecturer, or Generic Question) found that
the learners have moderate difficulties distinguishing
questions generated by the proposed system from those
produced by humans [36]. Moreover, further results show
that our system significantly outscores Generic Question on
the overall quality measures.

4 EVALUATION

We present here three different evaluation aspects. First, we
show a traffic analysis of iWrite, which is a key to
understanding how the tool is used and the writing
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processes involved. Second, we analyzed further how high

achieving students differed from other students with

respect to the way they worked on their collaborative

writing assignment. Lastly, we include some user feedback.
During the first semester 2010, iWrite was used to manage

the assignments of four engineering subjects. In total, these

courses consisted of 491 students who wrote 642 individual

and collaborative assignments, for which we have recorded

102,538 revisions that represent over 51,000 minutes of

students work. The amount of data and detail being collected

by iWrite about students’ learning behaviors is unprece-

dented. As a way of showing how the architecture can be used

in real scenarios, we describe the activities as summary case-

studies of iWrite. In order to gain some insights about how

collaborative usage of the tool differs from the individual one,

we also include here the data collected from two courses with

individual assignments. Details of the four courses that

participated in the project are as follows:

. ENGG1803: Professional Engineering. 154 first year
students wrote four collaborative assignments (in
groups of five students), as well as an individual
one. The topics revolved around an engineering
project. The class was divided into three cohorts
based on their English proficiency. The evaluation
aspects discussed in this section refer to the
“general” cohort, which comprises 103 students,
the largest number in the course. This cohort
undertook two specific activities 1803A and 1803B:
ENGG1803A consisted of a written presentation and
a 4-6 pages long design report. ENGG1803B
consisted in a 20-30 pages final project report.

. ELEC3610: E-Business Analyses and Design. 53 third
year students wrote a project proposal (PSD1) in
groups of two. Feedback was provided to students
as reviews by peers and tutors, and automatically by
using Glosser. After the feedback students submitted
a revised version of the assignment (PSD2).

4.1 Writing Process

The writing processes followed by students in different

activities (or subjects) reflect their understanding of what is

expected in the activity, their motivation and other

educational factors. Often students’ behavior during an

activity can be different from what instructors expect, and

this variation may raise issues on how the activity is

designed. We computed a number of variables that could be

expected to have an impact on the composition’s quality,

and therefore their grades.

. glosserPageViews: a measure of how much a student
has used Glosser, the automatic feedback tool. This
was only available to students in ELEC3610. This
information may help determine the impact of
automatic feedback tools.

. iwritePageViews: how much a student has used
iWrite, while writing, reviewing or reading instruc-
tional material on aspects of writing. This informa-
tion could be broken down to study the impact of
different content sections. The traffic on a particular
part of the site could be reported to the instructor to

indicate whether students are using content specifi-
cally designed to support the activity.

. userRevisions: while a student is writing, Google
Docs automatically saves every 30 seconds or so. This
is a measure for the amount of time a student spent
typing. Writing time could include time reflecting or
reading where revisions are not stored. This measure
gives the instructor an accurate estimate of how much
time students at the individual, group or cohort level
are spending in the activity.

. teamRevisions: total number of revisions for the
document, including those by the different team
members. It is the same as userRevisions in
individual assignments.

. contribution: the ratio teamSize� userRevisions=
teamRevisions indicates the relative contribution of
the individual student to the assignment. This
measure is close to zero if the user contributed little,
less than one is if they contributed less than their fair
share and more otherwise.

. durationDays: the number of days spanning from
the first revision to the last. Often the assumption is
that starting early is good. This measure can provide
evidence on the circumstances under which this
assumption is true.

. sessionsWriting: the number of sessions a student
worked on a document. A new session starts if a
student has not modified the document for
30 minutes.

. revisionsPerSession: the number of revisions is
proportional to the time that the student works on
a document in a single session. This information
could help estimate the optimum amount of time a
student can work on a document without taking a
break. This measure together with sessionsWriting
can for example describe if a student, or a group,
tends to write in many brief sessions or fewer longer
ones. Finer granularity could also be used to see
such patterns of writing “sprints” within a session,
for example when a writer puts down an idea as
stream of thoughts and then goes quiet (e.g., reflects)
and comes back to fix what was just written.

. daysWriting: the student might have started early
but then did nothing until close to the deadline. This
measures the number of days in which some work
was done.

. revisionsPerDay: this measures how much work was
done by a student in a single day.

. gradeActivity: the grade obtained by a student in the
particular writing activity (out of 100).

. gradeOverall: the overall grade obtained by a
student in the subject (out of 100).

The averages for all students, including those who did not

contribute to the group submission (zero revisions), using the

system for collaborative assignments are shown in Table 1

and the averages for a selected subset of activities are shown

in Table 2. We can see that usage patterns change between

activities in the same class. Comparing PSD1 and PSD2, for

instance, on average students spent less time writing/

revising the PSD2 document (234 revisions) than the PSD1

document (517 revisions). They used the automatic feedback
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tool more in the second assignment: 4 glosserPageViews for
PSD1 and 18 for PSD2. Both of these results are what were
expected by the instructors.

The total amount of time students spend working on
the assignment, and how the time is distributed, can
provide useful information to detect successful writing
processes. For example, if all the work is done in the last
few hours before the assignment is due, we would expect
this process to lead to lower quality outcomes. If the
project is collaborative, the need for an early start should
be even higher, since team members need to find common
ground and agreement on the topic, structure and other
aspects of the composition. Fig. 5 shows the average
number of revisions written per student per day over the
period of an individual (ENGG1803) and a collaborative
(ELEC3610) assignment. Both assignments were limited to
2,000 words in length.

In the case of the individual assignment, the majority of
the students did not begin writing in Google Docs until the
last couple of days before the deadline, when students
made an average of 16 and 33 revisions. This compares to
less than two revisions per student per day in the 13 days
prior. Looking at the data, it was found that the majority of
students made less than 20 revisions to their documents,
while a minority of more active students accounted for the

majority of the total revisions committed. This is likely due
to the fact that some students chose to write their assign-
ments using an alternative word processor and then copied
and pasted their work into Google Docs for submission.
Reasons for this behavior include 1) the fact that they are
more accustomed to desktop word processor applications,
such as Microsoft Word and OpenOffice, 2) the lack in
GoogleDocs of a bibliography package (e.g., Endnote)
required in one of the courses, and 3) concerns about
working offline on a web application.

However, contrary to the above, it was found that
students working on collaborative assignments made much
more consistent use of Google Docs. The reasons for this are
believed to be twofold. First, the superior collaborative
functionality of Google Docs allows multiple students to
synchronously work on the same document at the same
time. Second, accessibility of the document through the
Glosser tool meant that authorship of the different key-
words, sentences, paragraphs, and topics of the document
could be attributed to individual students and highlighted
for all to see. This made the extent and value of individual
participation in the collaborative writing process more
transparent to all.

4.2 Relating Aspects of iWrite Use with Student
Performance

We categorized students of the ENGG1803 course into three
groups, according to the mark they received for their
collaborative writing assignment. We considered a low
mark to be below one standard deviation from the mean
mark, a medium mark to be within one standard deviation
from the mean, and a high mark above the mean plus one
standard deviation. Table 3 summarizes the details of these
three groups.

We then compared these three groups in relation to the
iWrite usage variables defined in the previous section,
using ANOVA. We found that the four variables which
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TABLE 1
Overall Descriptive Statistics for the
Process and Outcomes Measures

TABLE 2
Average Measures for Each Writing Activity

Fig. 5. A plot comparing the average number of revisions written per

student per day for an individual (ENGG1803) and a collaborative

(ELEC3610) assignment.

TABLE 3
Grouping of Engg1803 Students According to

Their Collaborative Writing Assignment Grades



were significantly related to grades were userRevisions
(F ¼ 3:146, p ¼ 0:049), teamRevisions (F ¼ 3:388, p ¼ 0:025),
sessionsWriting (F ¼ 6:381, p ¼ 0:003), and daysWriting
(F ¼ 7:948, p ¼ 0:001). Post hoc analysis (using Tukey’s
HSD) revealed the following:

. Students with low grades did more individual and
group revisions compared to those with medium
grades (p ¼ 0:025 and p ¼ 0:026, respectively)

. Students with low and medium grades engaged in
fewer writing sessions compared to students with
high grades (p ¼ 0:036 and p ¼ 0:001, respectively)

. Students with low and medium grades engaged in
fewer writing days compared to students with high
grades (p ¼ 0:003 and p < 0:001, respectively).

These results indicate that it is not whether, but how,
students used iWrite which made a difference in their CW
performance. Students who obtained high grades were in
teams that engaged more frequently in sustained writing
sessions. Fewer bursts of document revisions were asso-
ciated with lower marks.

4.3 User Feedback

We collected informal feedback from the course lecturers
who used iWrite. They were extremely positive about the
experience. One course manager commented “An online
assignment submission system will save us a lot of time
sorting and distributing assignments. In addition, we send
copies of a portion of our assessments to the Learning
Centre, so online submission really minimizes our paper
usage.”

User feedback also highlighted the risk of users having to
learn new technologies. For example, students found the
use of Google Docs and the automatic submission process
confusing, “A number of students tried to upload a word
document or created a new Google document, rather than
cutting and pasting in to the Google document we had
created for them . . . ” There was also criticism of the layout
and lack of styling options in Google Docs, “Google Docs
seems to act like one long page, so students work was not
well formatted (we had assigned grades for formatting).”

5 CONCLUSIONS

The architecture for iWrite, a CSCL system for supporting
academic writing skills has been described. The system
provides features for managing assignments, group and
peer-reviewing activities. It also provides the infrastructure
for automatic mirroring feedback including different forms
of document visualization, group activity, and automatic
question generation.

The paper has focused on the theoretical framework and
literature that underpins our project. Although not a com-
plete survey of the extensive literature in the area, it high-
lights aspects that later supported architectural decisions.

A key design aspect was the use of cloud computing
writing tools and their APIs to build tools that make it
seamless for students to write collaboratively either
synchronously or asynchronously.

A second design guideline was that data mining tools
should have access to the document at any point in time to
be able to provide real time automatic feedback.

A final design guideline is based on the principle that
advanced support tools should be embedded in real
learning activities to be meaningful for students. This
means also incorporating scaffolding that academics can
use to incorporate collaborative writing activities easily
within their curricula.

We described aspects of its use with large cohorts, and
comments from students and administrators. While an
evaluation of the system’s impact on learning and the
students’ perceptions of writing are outside the scope of this
paper, we analyzed student use of iWrite in relation to
student performance and found that the best predictors for
high performance are the way students use iWrite, not
necessarily whether they used the tool. This is an important
finding that gives clear design guidelines for teachers as
well as explicit good writing practices for students. Our
future evaluation work will include showing this type of
statistical information to instructors and inquire if the
values are what they expected and how these data can be
used to inform their pedagogical designs.
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